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What is wellness? 

Wellness encompasses multidisciplinary elements and touches different

aspects of guests’ hospitality and tourism experience. Guests are becoming

more educated on these various aspects, integrating them in their lifestyles

and wanting to continue their journey whilst they travel. It is therefore

important for hotels to understand wellness principles to create the conditions

and right environment for guests to easily access wellness elements during

their stay.  

Wellness in hotels is often reduced to the spa area, whereas it covers so much

more. To help you identify key wellness principles, let’s warm up with a quiz...

 

1.

 
 

 

WELLNESS

THE QUIZ
 

&  A N S W E R S

B Y  W E ( I )  T H I N K

All of the above. According to the

Global Wellness Institute, “Wellness

the active pursuit of activities,

choices and lifestyles that lead to a

state of holistic health”. Wellness and

health journey, spa all day and yoga

& fitness are all activities that

participate to the active pursuit of

health. 

Wellbeing & Health Journey

Spa All Day

Yoga & Fitness

All of the Above



2. Is having a spa sufficient to call yourself a wellness hotel? 

 93% of the respondents to our survey

said No. This is where customer

perception enters in the game. In

theory, you could call yourself a

wellness hotel if you have a spa.

However, it is not sufficient to meet

customers’ expectations and other

areas of wellness need to be covered. 

Yes

No

4. How can the rooms department integrate wellness?

 

3. Can you call yourself a wellness retreat if you don’t have a spa?

 
Here again, customers’ viewpoints are

interesting to take into consideration,

as 62% of the respondents to our

survey said No. This highlights the

fact that from a guests’ standpoint,

having a spa is not mandatory to call

yourself a wellness retreat, whereas

other wellness related activities are. 

Yes

No

All of the above. Sleep, lighting and

clean air are all elements that impact

our health, and therefore can be

integrated as part of a wellness

programme set up in room, amongst

other things. 

Sleep

Clean Air

Lighting

All of the Above



 

 

 

Want to know more? Watch out for our Wellness article next week,

diving deeper into wellness practices in hotels. 

 

 

5. How can the F&B department integrate wellness?

 All of the above.  Food is an important

factor of health, with numerous medical

studies showing how a healthy diet can

help prevent various chronic diseases. F&B

is a key element of a holistic wellness

programme and with clients’ being more

and more educated on this topic, hotels

need to up their game in this field. More on

that next month with our Food focus series. 

Nutritionist

Food Sourcing

Healthy Menu

All of the Above

6. Are doctors necessary for integrative wellness? 

 Integrative or complimentary wellness

induces a preventive approach to health

and disease. According to 69% of the

respondents to our survey, this requires

doctors’ involvement. This is true if you

go into testing and diagnostics. More

than doctors, integrative wellness

requires specialists in their fields and

accredited professionals. 

Yes

No


